We will take a text T, represented as an array of words (i.e., T:i is the i-th word), and generate a frequency table F so that F:w is the number of occurences of wor~ w in T. Now we will see (section 3) that T:w is the set of all indices of the word w. If we let #:C be the cardinality of a class, then the number of indices (occurences) of w is just #: (T:w).
Therefore we can write F = #T (section 6).
Similarly, we will write xC or xGC to mean x is in the class C (i.e. x has the property C).
Our theory of relations will be typeless, like that described in [ii] We often need to talk of the individuals that can occur on the right or left of a relation.
We say that x is a left-member of R whenever there is a y such that xRy.
x Lm R < > }y(xRy)
Right-member and member (Rm and Mm) are defined analogously.
Functions
We define functions as special classes of relations: A relation F is a function if and only if it is left-univalent:
If F is left-univalent then we can write F:x for the unique y such that yFx (if such a y exists).
This differs from the usual convention, in which y=F:x means xFy, but agrees with [16] and works better with the rest of the notation. Right-univalent and bi-univalent relations (run and bun) are defined analogously.
The fact that F:x may be meaningless makes it convenient to use several other relations derived from F.
One of these is the plural description. If F is any relation and C is a class then F! :C is the set of all y such that yFx for some x in C, i.e., y @ F! :C <---> ~x(yFx /k xC)
Notice that the operation F! :C is defined for all relations F and classes C, regardless of whether F@lun or the members of C are right members of F.
Classes and Relations
As is usual we will use xRy to mean that x bears the relation R to y. 
4.
Combining Relations
We will next investigate ways of combining relations and classes.
The simplest methods are just abstractions of the logical connectives used between propositions: intersection, union, negation and difference (A, V, -). For instance R V S is defined so that:
As an example of the use of these operations, the definition of Mm can be written:
The logical connectives satisfy the usual properties of a Boolean algebra (e.g., DeMorgan's theorem).
We will also define the converse of a relation.
The relation R -I is called the converse of R, i.e.
~R-ly 4-->yRx. If f is func-tion then f-~ is the inverse of f (which is always a relation but may not be a function).
5.
Limiting In general,
It is easy to show these properties of the relative product:
7. Structures
initial and terminal members
Suppose R is the relation represented by the following diagram:
Since a=R:g and g=R-l:a it can be seen that R -I follows an arrow and R goes against an arrow. Now, notice that the left and right members of R are: Given a forest F the set of roots is init:F and the set ofleaves is term:F.
higher level operations
The set of n~s directly descended from n is just F -±:n. For instance, the set of nodes directly descended from a root is F-l!init:F~ and the set of nodes that point to leaves is F!term:F. In this section we will continue the discussion of sequences begun in the last section.
We saw that it was easy to define the selector functions on sequences (~, ~, A, ~).
This provides us with functions for taking sequences apart.
We will define the ordinal couple or pair, which puts them together.
If x and y are two objects, then 'x,y' is the relation that relates x and y but no other objects. The class of all the ordinal couples (or pairs) that can be made from the classes S and T is SXT:
i. Sequences of length zero or one can be handled either by adding end-markers to all sequences or by using reflexive relations. For instance, 
Hence,
x(-l)y <----> x = y-I therefore (-i) is the predecessor relation. These can be used as functions: Thus (-)' can be read "subtract from" and (/)' can be read "divide into". This is Curry and Feys "C" combinator, or elementary permutator.
The next combinator we willRdiscuss is the paralleling of relations, ~, which is defined:
u R x So, if f and g are functions,
f:x (~) :{;) = (g,y) f Hence, ~ is the element-wise combination of f and g. Since this combination is so common we will adopt a special notation for it:
Some of the properties satisfied by these combinators are: Suppose x is an element of the array A (i.e., for some i, x=A:i).
Then A:x is the set of all indices for which x=A:i.
Therefore we can find the index of the first occurence of ~ in A (i.e. APL's iota operator) by minA:x. In general, if P is some property (i.e. class), then A-I!:P is the set of indices of all elements of A that satisfy P.
A sorted reflexiv~ sequence of these indices is just < ~ (A-~!:P) It is easy to convert arrays to sequences and vice versa. Suppose all the elements of A are distinct, then A -I is a function that returns the index of an element of A.
We want to define a sequence S such that xSy if and only if x preceeds y in A, i.e. the index of x is one less than the index of y.
Hence, S = A(-I)A -I. 
Examples
In this section we will give several examples of relational programs.
PAYROLL EXAMPLE:
Suppose we have a file ~ of employee records, where r = ~:n is the record for the employee with the employee number n. We will suppose that employee records are functions defined so that: r:N = employee name r:H = hours worked so far this week r:R = pay rate
We are given an update file U such that U:n is the number of hours worked by employee n today. We wish to generate a new payroll file ~'. We will assume that a function C is available such that C: (nm,p) returns a check in the amount p made out to the name nm.
SOLUTION: We will ignore overtime computations.
Hence, if n is an employee number then ~:n:N is his name and [i]
[2]
